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BIO PSYCHO SOCIAL

A web of
influences

Bob had an anger management
problem because he was mocked
as a child

Bob broke up with his girlfriend
who paid half his rent?

MEDICAL MODEL
• Where is the ‘bit’ that’s broken?
• Fix it and we’re good to go
• Find the lesion

Bob could only afford his
rent

Bob had run out of petrol
BIOPSYCHOSOCIAL MODEL

Presentation: Bobs
Car Wont Start

What are
Observations
and Research
telling us about
specificity?

Multiple disparate approaches, good outcomes,
little difference between approaches
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Guidelines:
• Advice
• Education
• CBT
• Acupuncture
• SMT
• Exercise prescription
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Separate and distinct?
"Internationally, there are different schools of manual therapy. Some
of these schools function as distinct professional groups (e.g.,
chiropractors, napropaths and osteopaths), while others consider
themselves a specialization of physiotherapy (e.g., manual physical
therapists). There is discussion about whether the treatment
techniques used in these different schools contain essential
differences and intervention-specific factors [18]. On the one hand,
manual therapists, physiotherapists, chiropractors, napropaths, and
osteopaths are educated in different theoretical assumptions and
supposed underlying mechanisms, and on the other hand they use
slightly different treatment techniques [18]. It has been suggested
that the differences in practical applications of manual techniques are
found mainly in amplitude and velocity of the mobilization and
manipulation techniques [18]. However, it is questionable whether
these schools are so different. There is room for discussion whether
it is necessary and/or desirable emphasizing this diversity in manual
therapies [65], considering that, despite the differences in approach
(which are often small, subtle and theoretical in nature), there are no
demonstrable differences in effectiveness [12]."

The winds of change: LBP interventions and
Legitimacy
• Conclusions: The non-specific
effects of surgery and other
invasive procedures are generally
large. Particularly in the field of
pain-related conditions
• The generally small differences in
ES between active treatment and
sham suggest that non- specific
mechanisms, including placebo,
are major predictors of the
observed effects.
• 75% or more attributable to non
specific effects in OA trials

Lessons from Psychotherapy
• There are 5 broad approaches in
psychotherapy

• Psychoanalysis and psychodynamic
therapies.
• Behavioural therapy
• Cognitive therapy.
• Humanistic therapy.
• Gestalt therapy
• Existential therapy

• Integrative or holistic therapy.
Wampold BE: How important are the common
factors in psychotherapy? An update. World
Psychiatry 2015, 14(3):270-277.

Guess
Check
Update

The Bayesian Brain
Bottom Up Readout

Guess-Check-Update

What I guess is happening
based on experience.
(PRIOR)

Predict outcome (POSTERIOR)
PRIOR (precision) x LIKELIHOOD (precision)

What is
happening

Evidence of what is happening.
Sensory information
(LIKELIHOOD)

Hallucinating reality

Somatic input
transduced from
the external world
CNS modulates sensory input
based on past experience and
the contemporary situation to
make predictions about what is
happening

WHAT
YOU
EXPERIENCE

Your brain is a anticipation machine
and what you are perceiving as
reality is a controlled hallucination

Prediction based on previous
experience and internal models
of the world (low/vison, high/
cognitive meaning)
Placebo is just one aspect of
the deeply predictive
mechanisms of cognition
because you also predict
what's happening in your
body as well as the outside
world

Modulating pain
is one aspect of
a prediction
based mind

Feeling or predicting pain?
• Pain (posterior) is perceived as an integration
of
• Prior Experience
Prior
• Contextual cues
• Sensory inputs (Likelihood)

• We feel pain because we predict we ‘should’
be in pain modulated by prior experience and
contextual cues
• The experience pain can also be based on
the utility of the painful experience. I.e.. Pain
can be on a ‘need to know’ basis

Feeling or
predicting pain?
Increase prediction error with increase in somatic signal therefore generate new hypothesis (Pain).

NO PAIN:
Perception
dominated by
cognitive model

Non painful
normal noise

Painful
stimulus
Healthy
Body Model

New Model:
Acute pain
PAIN: Perception
dominated by
sensory information
Social cues

Non painful
normal noise

Existing Mode:

Chronic pain:

PAIN: Perception dominated
by cognitive model

Past
experience
Cultural cues

The degree of correlation between symptoms and pathology will then be a product of the perceived accuracy of either the inputs or hypothesis

Placebo changes model to
modify input
MINMISING PREDICTION ERROR (Difference between input and hypothesis)
TWO OPTIONS
1. Change hypothesis to fit input
Positive
2. Change input to fit hypothesis
language
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Pain perception can be modulated directly by
contextual factors that impact
expectation/conditioning: Model changes input to
minimize error
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Clinicians as
treatment

A (R)Evolutionary Story: Safety
and Danger
• Why do you need a clinician?
• Direct control of physiology with conscious control is
problematic
• CNS has to judge that it is appropriate situation to spend
resources on immune marshalling, safe to reduce vigilance
and increase rest/inactivity and these need powerful cues
external to the individual
• What contextual signals indicate safety and security?
• As primates being alone is probably associated with potential
threat and requires alertness and vigilance. Unlikely the best
time to spend resources on healing.
• Safety is signalled by;
• Being in the group
• Being groomed
• Being groomed by high ranking group member
• Is grooming prototypical medicine and the high ranking groomer the
prototypical medic?

Context that exhibits SAFTEY signals directly and
positively modulate pain and context that exhibits
DANGER signals directly and negatively modulate
pain

We are highly sensitive to others as strong
context because more eyes on the horizon
enabled us to predict reality better. So we
are highly tuned to our social environment
Pain means DANGER : Response is FEAR: Fear
INCREASES pain

Contextual components in a
clinical encounter

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Patients Characteristics and beliefs
Practitioners characteristics and beliefs
Healthcare setting
Treatment characteristics
Patient Practitioner Interaction

Osteopathic care
as a contextual
rich clinical skill

Contextually Aided
Recovery: CARe
1. Emerging areas of scientific knowledge increasingly suggest that how
patients experience pain, the neurology behind chronic pain and the
factors that influence this are probably more top down influenced than
bottom up. I.e. broad psychosocial and contextual factors influencing
how you think about your pain modulates its intensity to as great or
greater extent than what tissue damage or lack thereof modulates
pain. Pain is more related to danger than to damage
2. This means cognitive processes that include higher levels of
perception and psychology including interpretations of the meaning of
social cues and experiences can have powerful effects on modulating
pain both up and down
3. These cues then become potentially important factors that can be
mitigated by understanding the influence of patients’ mental
interpretation of what their pain means and the influence of -ve and
+ve expectations, language and dynamic of the clinician in the clinical
encounter
4. New understanding and the application thereof is loosely
encompassed in emerging areas of knowledge including pain science,
pain education and the mechanisms of cognition and integrated
approaches that prioritise these aspects in a package of care (eg
Cognitive Functional Therapy)
5. How placebo works and the influence of contextual factors are just
one small window onto these general cognitive processes that seem
to underlie how we perceive the internal (interoception) and external
(exteroception) world.
6. Therefore to be maximally impactful and effective using osteopathic
care to manage and ameliorate MSK pain, explicit knowledge of these
emerging areas is imperative

Historical Paradigm

Contemporary Paradigm

O’Sullivan PB, Caneiro JP, O’Keeffe M, et al. Cognitive functional therapy: an integrated behavioral approach for the targeted management of disabling low
back pain. Phys Ther. 2018;98:408–423.

I’ll get me coat
• Questions

